Tal Ezer: Students Advised at ODU 2007-2023:

---

**2023**

*Maria Guardado*, Ph.D. student, OES, Doctoral Advisory Committee (since 2023)

*Marufa Ishaque*, Ph.D. student, OES, Doctoral Advisory Committee (since 2019)

*Gregory Joern*, MS student, OES, Thesis Committee (since 2020; undergrad advisor 2016-18)

*Huanqing Huang*, MS student, OES, Thesis Committee (since 2021)

Advisor for ~5 OEAS undergraduate students annually.

---

**Past Students**

*Francesco Lane*, MS student, CCPO/OES, Advisory Committee (graduated: 2023)

*Kayla Washington*, MS student, CCPO/OES, Advisory Committee (transferred to Tulane: 2022)

*Kyungmin Park*, Ph.D. student, Georgia Inst. of Tech., External Co-Advisor (graduated: 2022)

*Praveen Kumar*, Ph.D. student, CCPO/OES, Primary co-Advisor (graduated: 2021)

*Shelby Henderson*, MS student, CCPO/OES, Primary Advisor (graduated: 2021)

*Brett Buzzanga*, Ph.D. student, CCPO/OES, Doctoral Advisory Committee (graduated: 2018)

*Bruce Husselbee*, Ph.D. student, Civil Eng., Doctoral Advisory Committee (graduated 2020)

*Diego Bruciaferri*, Ph.D. student, University of Plymouth, UK, Advisory Committee (graduated 2019)

*Lauren Sommers*, Ph.D. student, CCPO/OEAS, Doctoral Advisory Committee (transf. to Coast. Eng.)

*Samantha McGill*, MS student, OEAS, Thesis Committee (graduated 2019)

*Ali Burgos*, MS. Student, CCPO/OEAS, Thesis Committee (graduated 2018)

*Gary Lawson*, Ph.D., Modeling and Simulations, Doctoral Advisory Committee (graduated 2017)

*James Haluska*, Ph.D., CCPO/OEAS, Doctoral Advisory Committee (graduated, 2017)

*Arash Niroomandi*, Ph.D., Civil Eng., Doctoral Advisory Committee (graduated, 2017)

*Suriyan Saramul*, Ph.D., OAEAS, Old Dominion University; Major Advisor.

(Graduated: Dec. 2013, now: Faculty, Dept. Marine Science, Chulalongkorn University)

*William Boll*, MS., Old Dominion University, OEAS Dept.; Thesis Advisory Committee (graduated)

*Tetiana Muniak*, M.S., OEAS, Old Dominion University; Thesis Committee (graduated)

*John Anderson*, Ph.D., Old Dominion University, Civil & Envir. Eng. Dept., Committee (graduated).

*Ivan Koralt*, Ph.D., Old Dominion University, Physics Dept., Ph.D. Dissertation Committee (graduated).

*Robert Burgin Neal*, M.S., Old Dominion University, Civil & Envir. Eng. Dept., Committee (graduated).

*William Corlett*, B.A., Old Dominion University, OEAS Dept., Undergraduate Res Advisor (now PhD)

*Deeptha V. Thattai*, Ph.D., Univ South Carolina (graduated, now India); external dissertation committee.

*Digna Rueda-Roa*, Ph.D., University of South Florida; external advisor (graduated).

*Suriyan Saramul*, M.S., Old Dominion University (graduated); Major Advisor.

*Stephanie Toro*, M.S., Old Dominion University, OEAS Dept.; Thesis Advisory Committee (graduated).

*Brenton Payne*, M.S., Old Dominion University, Civil & Envir. Eng. Dept., Committee (graduated).